
 

 

 

 

The National Vaccine Information Center (NVIC) Opens Vaccine 
Conference for Free Viewing Online 

February 2, 2021, 07:30 AM Eastern Standard Time 

WASHINGTON--(BUSINESS WIRE)-- Washington, DC - On Feb 2, 2021, the U.S. non-profit 

charity the National Vaccine Information Center (NVIC) opened the Fifth International Public 

Conference on Vaccination: Protecting Health and Autonomy in the 21st Century for free 

viewing online. The 39-year old educational organization sponsored the three-day digital pay-

for-view public conference in October 2020, which features video presentations by 51 

speakers from the U.S. and other countries discussing vaccine science, public health policy 

and law, informed consent and civil liberties.  

Originally scheduled to be held in a Washington, DC 

area hotel, NVIC pivoted to producing a digital 

conference in the spring of 2020 after travel and social 

distancing restrictions were implemented in the U.S. and 

other countries. Established in 1982 by parents of DPT 

vaccine injured children, the small charity previously 

sponsored four public conferences on vaccination 

held in Washington, DC area hotels in 1997, 2000, 2002 

and 2009, which also featured presentations by 

scientists, physicians, holistic health professionals, 

attorneys, journalists, consumers and civil and human 

rights activists. 

NVIC Co-founder and President Barbara Loe Fisher said: “NVIC’s Fifth International Public 

Conference on Vaccination, like all of the vaccine conferences we have sponsored since 1997, 

have been dedicated to defending freedom of thought, speech, conscience and informed 

consent to medical risk taking. The distinguished and courageous speakers who participated in 

this conference and the virtual audience, which financially supported it in October 2020, makes 

it possible for NVIC to now offer the information presented at the conference for free at this 

critical time in the history of public health.” 

The co-founders of the National Vaccine Information Center (NVIC) worked with Congress to 

secure vaccine safety informing, recording, reporting and research provisions in the National 

Childhood Vaccine Injury Act of 1986 and have monitored vaccine development, regulation, 

policy, law and ethics in the U.S. for the past four decades. NVIC does not make vaccine use 
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recommendations and advocates for the inclusion of flexible medical, religious and 

conscientious belief vaccine exemptions in public health policies and laws.   

NVIC publishes well-referenced information about diseases, vaccines, law and ethics on three 

websites at NVIC.org, NVICAdvocacy.org, a free online communications and advocacy 

network, and TheVaccineReaction.org, a free weekly digital journal newspaper.   

The Fifth International Public Conference on Vaccination can be viewed here.  
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